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iPad in the House! Congress May Embrace the
Tablet

Not so fast.

12.30.10
Jeff Porten, Macworld.com

Is it really true that it’s only a matter of
time before Macintosh users are under
siege by a flood of viruses and malware? McAfee announced recently that
2011 would be a bad year for people using Apple computers, as hackers will be
increasingly attracted by growing Mac market share. It’s not at
all hard to find experts who agree.
The thing is, they also agreed back on July 18, 2010, June 17,
2010, April 9, 2008, and October 20, 2006, among many other
dates in the past which I didn’t bother excavating from Google.
Remember that horrible Christmas of 2006, when all of your
Macs broke simultaneously?
Me neither.

How malware hackers eat

However, for decades the House has shied away from new
technologies, instead opting for more staid traditions while
keeping the chamber a technology-free zone. Laptops, cell
phones and other communication devices are forbidden in the
chamber — and for good reason, Cuellar said. The U.S. House

It’s worth noting how computer malware comes into being.
Unlike biological viruses, such as H1N1, malware doesn’t spontaneously create new offspring. New viruses require the effort
of “black hat” hackers, who try to create code that is easy to
replicate, hard to remove, and does something to benefit of its
creator.
That last bit is a crucial part of the malware environment. A
few malware hackers write software attacks purely out of malice, but mostly it’s done for profit. In theory, the more Mac users there are in the world, the more appealing they become as
a target for hackers. This theory is pretty much the sum total
of the analysis you’ll see about Mac security on many general
news sites.
In practice, though, there are three major components that
play into the creation of viral attacks:.
Motivation: Hackers will attack where they have reason to do
so. Consider the Stuxnet worm that attacked sensitive computers in Iran. If anyone knows for certain who wrote this, or how
it was introduced into Iranian nuclear plants, they’re not talking
to Macworld. But these attacks weren’t motivated by the sudden increase of people walking around carrying programmable
industrial logic controllers in their pockets.
Opportunity: When there’s vulnerability in software—from
Apple or or any other vendor—the malware hacker community
is almost always the first to know. After all, this is their bread
and butter—give them a chance to make money, and they’ll
race to exploit the vulnerability before it’s found and fixed. Serious computer security experts (who are, alas, less frequently
quoted in the general media than software vendors and supposed experts who give good sound bites) classify these opportunities into vulnerabilities (theoretical avenues for attacks)
and exploits (actual attacks taking place in the real world).
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Tim Gray, iPadNewsDaily

When Henry Cuellar took to the
Speaker’s podium at the United
States House of Representatives
with an iPad in his hand recently,
the congressman had no idea
he was accelerating a course of
change in the august body.
“If you look at available technology, properly leveraged it can
make us a more efficient Congress,” Rep. Cuellar (D-Texas) told
iPadNewsDaily in a phone interview. “There is so much immediate
information we can gather with an iPad.”
Imagine, said Cuellar, being able to use the device for legislative
purposes like downloading a bill or searching for points in an
amendment that are being discussed on the floor in real-time. It
can mean the difference between introducing fact or hearsay.
It seems representatives aren’t always straight with the
mountains of information presented on the floor. “Just from the
standpoint of making more effective and efficient decisions the
technology is worth having,” said the 55-year-old, third-term
congressman.

No tech allowed

iPad in the House!

Continued from page 1

has 435 representatives
and when the floor is
at capacity, distractions
come easily.
But what about the
iPad? It’s not a laptop or a cell phone. The
tablet isn’t as easy to peg as those technologies. And that is precisely how the
congressman found himself in the middle
of a minor maelstrom when he was spotted on C-SPAN with the device sitting on
the Speaker’s podium.
“I’m not using it to play Angry Birds,”
joked Cuellar, who was called upon to
perform Speaker pro tempore duties
that day by House Majority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-California). Instead, he said, the
device provides an opportunity to have
information brought to the floor in a
readable, usable format.
Cuellar uses the Congress in Your Pocket
app to keep track of votes from other
members, as well as learn a bit more
about their biographical histories. “I like
to use it to know something about the
person speaking; what college he went
to; was the member a prosecutor before
becoming a representative,” said Cuella.
He also uses the teleprompter app
ProPrompter for speeches and says he
reads several different publications daily
first thing in the morning using the iPad
including Politics Daily, The Hill, Washington Post, USA Today, The New York Times
and the Associated Press.
“As the Speaker pro tempore, sometimes I’m on the podium for three or
four hours straight. I can use the iPad to
receive important information,” Cuellar
said. “I understand and respect the traditions and decorum of the House, and I
assume other members would do same
thing with this type of technology.”

iPad rules

While some congressional traditionalists
criticized Cuellar for bringing his iPad to
the floor, the House Parliamentarian John
Sullivan ruled the congressman didn’t
break House rules by using the iPad, and
further advised the speaker that if an
iPad is not being used to play sound or
as a transmitting device, it be allowed.
And now, it seems, the debate over the
famous Congressional iPad has generat-

ed enough interest to cause Congress to
lighten up on its anti-technology rules.
The incoming House Republican majority,
led by Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio),
has added into new rules a proposal to
allow certain electronic devices, including the iPad on the House floor as long
as it doesn’t “impair decorum.”
“If we are telling federal agencies to be
more efficient with information, certainly we
can do the same in the House,” said Cuellar.

Caution: Be careful when
clicking in the Mac App Store
01.07.11
Topher Kessler, MacFixit

The new Mac App
store offers convenience and new
ways to discover applications for OS X,
and though Apple
has tried to make the store’s experience
as simple as possible, in its simplicity, a
crucial step has been overlooked that
may result in inadvertent purchases of
applications.
While you can browse through the
store, in order to download items (even
free software), the store requires you to
enter payment information in the store’s
settings. This information is requested of
users immediately when signing in if it is
not already linked to your Apple ID.
This menu offers options for linking to the
store item or to tell a friend about the item,
but if you inadvertently click around the
men you chance clicking the “buy” button.
Doing this immediately turns on one-click
purchasing behavior, which is the only purchasing option available in the store, and
as a result, a few people have experienced
problems where inadvertent clicking of the
Buy button (which can be done if you are
clicking the menu next to it for additional
linking and sharing options) results in an
immediate charge to their credit cards.
Even if the download is canceled before it
completes, the charge will still go through.
While you should be able to contact
Apple at the Mac App Store Support
page (click the Account and Billing section) and dispute the charges, this may
be a bit of a burden, and in the meantime

your credit card will be charged.
In addition to inadvertent clicks of
the Buy button, some initial bugs with
the store’s interface may result in inadvertent
purchases. One user on the Apple Discussion
Boards mentions having clicked the icon of
an application to get information on it, but instead of showing the desired information, the
store registered it as a purchase and began
downloading the application.
Hopefully Apple will provide more
purchasing options and confirmation
steps in future versions of the App store,
but for now workarounds for avoiding
this behavior include staying signed out
of the App Store using the “Store...” menu
or removing credit card information from
the store’s settings until you are ready to
make a purchase.
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Apple updates iWork.com with
Keynote playback
01.10.11
by Jim Dalrymple, cnetNews

Apple today sent a note to users of its
iWork.com public beta program informing
them of updates made to the system.
There were two major features added
to iWork.com: Keynote presentation playback and new publishing options, according to the e-mail sent by Apple.
With Keynote ‘09 presentation playback,
users viewing your shared Keynote documents will be able to see the presentations
as they were meant to be viewed, with
animations, video, hyperlinks, and audio if
those are part of your presentation.
Playback is supported using the latest version of Safari on the Mac and PC. You can
also view the presentation using an iPad,
iPhone or iPod Touch, which allows you to
swipe the screen to advance the slides.
iWork.com will also now allow users
to create a public link so you are able to
share the uploaded documents on socialmedia sites. You can also use the supplied
embed code to post your shared documents on your Web site.
You will need an Apple ID to access
your iWork.com space. Using Apple’s
iWork suite of applications, you can post
documents to the service by going to
the Share menu and choosing “Share via
iWork.com.”

Mac virus onslaught?
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For example, if you go away for the weekend and
forget to lock your door, but you come home to an intact house, that’s a vulnerability. But if you came back to
find that some scoundrel has made off with your worldly possessions,
thanks to your forgetfulness, that’s an exploit. Most computer security
issues you read about—and especially the ones you see on cable TV
news—are vulnerabilities. But we’re vulnerable to thousands of things
a day, including death rays from outer space which do everything from
cause cancer to crash your MacBook. Unless you’ve already lined both
your hat and your laptop bag with tinfoil, you’re clearly not too worried about this. (Nor should you be—the odds of this occurring are
extremely low. And the tinfoil is unlikely to help.)
Herd immunity: Herd immunity is a concept from biological infection that also applies to computers. Disease relies on a certain
critical mass to spread: if your population is dominated by those
who are immune to infection, it helps curtail the communication of
the disease. In terms of computers, it means that so long as the vast
majority of machines that your computer interacts with aren’t subject to the same malware—i.e. when your Mac talks to Windows
PCs—you’re less likely to get infected. When your machine talks
mostly to computers that are susceptible, herd immunity is lost.
So, the assumption that is made by almost all of the
doomsaying articles linked above—and thousands I didn’t link
to—is incorrect. There is no magic number of Macs, above which
they suddenly become less secure. There is instead a theoretical protection that is offered by Macintosh market share. The
actual point at which a larger market share becomes dangerous
depends entirely on the nature of the threat.
As Macs are built on many of the same technologies as the iPad
and iPhone, it is possible that the rapid rise of iOS devices exposes
Macs to new vulnerabilities. But until an actual exploit is in circulation, this is simply a conjecture that falls somewhere between
“aliens are killing cows in Montana” and “global warming will submerge Manhattan in 2050.” It’s my opinion that beachfront property in Pittsburgh might be a good buy-and-hold strategy, but there’s
still considerable debate about how the proven vulnerability of
ocean surface rise will play out in human-impact exploits.

How Mac users think

There’s a second flaw in the Macs-are-vulnerable argument:
the oft-repeated notion that Mac users believe their Macs are
immune to attack. This is mentioned in both the McAfee report
as well as the Computerworld coverage.
I beg to differ, on the basis of overwhelming—and purely
anecdotal—evidence. As a Mac consultant, writer, and generic
“known expert” to a bunch of folks in my community, I regularly
field questions about Mac security issues. This demonstrates a
general understanding that A) security issues exist on the Mac
and B) people are curious enough to ask questions. No one has
ever asked me whether a cosmic ray can crash their computer—
although it can—or if their MacBook can come to life overnight
and raid their fridge. Mac users do seem to assume they’re safe
from death rays and late night Mac snack raids, otherwise, I’d be
asked about those threats. If people ask me about malware—
and they do—I take that as proof that they don’t assume they’re

immune.
As for what you should be doing about these attacks, that
has been covered by experts numerous times in greater detail than I can address here. Given that you’re reading this article,
you’re already doing the most important thing you can: Staying
informed. When a new Mac vulnerability breaks, you’ll read about
it on Macworld and other Macintosh-specific news sites. When
this escalates to the level of a circulating exploit, you’ll see even
more coverage. If and when an exploit becomes common—which
has not occurred since the primary method of moving Mac files
around was an 800K floppy disk—then you won’t be able to avoid
hearing about it if you’re keeping up on Mac-specific news.
Conversely, you should take any information you get about the
Mac from a general news site with a grain of salt. Unfortunately,
many tech and computer news websites can fall into the “general”
category here more often than they probably should. If you hear
about a threat, but it doesn’t seem to concern editors at Macworld
and other reputable Mac sites, then those general sites are likely
missing something. When something is genuinely dangerous,
you’ll hear about it here from Mac-specific writers and editors. You’ll
also be told how to protect yourself, if such a method exists.
Critics often accuse Apple of touting the imperviousness of its
systems, but it’s worth noting that the company acknowledges
its imperfections. For example, it still recommends that Mac users scan downloads from untrusted sources with antivirus software. (Users looking for an antivirus package have a number
of options to choose from.) Apple itself builds a wide range of
security measures into the Mac OS, including—in OS X’s most
recent incarnation—a limited malware-detection system. Security requires a proactive approach, but Apple helps users out by
enabling most of those measures by default.
In the meantime, despite the many varied technical debates to
the contrary, you can generally rest easy—unless you enjoy getting lost in the weeds where Mac experts and geeks like to hang
out. You’ll find many debates among Mac experts about theoretical
dangers, and these can sometimes make it into the general media.
But that doesn’t mean you need to take action every time the hint
of a threat pops up in your RSS reader. The vaunted grain of salt
and information from reliable sources should see you right.
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Kindle for iOS gets background downloads, file support
01.10.11
Electronista

Amazon today posted a major update to the Kindle app for the
iPad and iPhone. Its 2.5 update now takes advantage of iOS 4 and
will finish, though not start, a book download in the background.
Borrowing from its companion app Stanza, it now supports raw files
as well and can load supported text from Mail or Safari in addition to
using iTunes’ File Sharing for sideloading books from a computer.
The update now encourages more adoption of free books and
has access to Project Gutenberg’s collection of “millions” of public
domain books. Minor changes bring better image zooming and a
new book indicator as well as multiple unspecified bug fixes.
Amazon hasn’t said when it expects the updates to reach Android,
Windows Phone 7 or other platforms that carry its mobile app.

TarMac
Tips
Migrating to a new Mac
11.22.10
Christopher Breen, Macworld.com

Since Santa may have brought some of
you a new Mac for the holidays this may be
good reading! fs
Reader Sam Sellars is trading up, but
wants to do so cleanly. He writes:
I’m getting a new 27-inch iMac and want
to transfer all the e-mail, calendars, and
documents over to it from my MacBook
Pro. However, I’m afraid to move everything
because my laptop has crashed a couple of
times and I’m concerned that some of its
files are corrupt. Am I paranoid?
I’m not licensed to make such determinations of your psyche, I’m afraid. So we’ll
call you cautious. Let’s try to bring some
perspective to that caution.
It’s important to understand that this
isn’t an all-or-nothing proposition. When
you fire up your new iMac you’ll be offered the option to transfer the data from
your old Mac to your new one. Should
you agree to this you can transfer—over
a network or Firewire—some or all of the
contents of your user account, your applications, network and computers settings,
and files stored outside your Home folder.
Specifically, within your user folder, you
can choose to copy the contents of your
Desktop, Documents, Downloads, Movies,
Music, Pictures, Public, and Sites folders.
(You may see other folders that are also currently stored in your Home folder.) Nothing
in these folders should cause your Mac to
crash (though a corrupt library or file could
cause an application to misbehave). The
contents of the Library and System folders
at the root level of your old Mac won’t be
transferred to the new one as the new Mac
will have its own fresh copies.

However, regardless of whether you choose
a selection of these folders or all of them, the
contents of the Library folder within that user
folder will also be transferred. And this Library
folder is where I’d focus my attention.
It’s possible that there’s something in it
that’s mucking up your MacBook Pro. One
easy way to find out is to create a new user
account on your laptop, switch to that account, and see if your MacBook Pro crashes
in the way it has previously. If not and you
can predictably make it crash in your regular account, the ~/Library folder is suspect.
More often than not, however, application
crashes are due to a problem with a specific application and kernel panics (the big
crashes that bring a Mac to its knees) are
hardware related. Given that, you might not
wish to migrate your applications but instead install fresh copies. And before jacking
in a dozen peripherals, try running the new
Mac with just its mouse and keyboard. If it
fares well, feel free to use your peripherals. If
it then crashes, look for updated drivers and,
failing that, unplug the peripherals, plug in
one at a time, test each one, and try to determine which is doing The Bad Thing.
Or, do as I do. Run Software Update on
the MacBook Pro to be sure it’s completely up to date and then migrate everything on it to the new Mac. Afterwards,
if it doesn’t work as you’d like it to, whip
out the iMac’s installation disc and take it
back to like-new condition. At that point
you can use some of these hints for a
more selective migration.

Apple to end restocking fees
01.08.11
Don Reisinger, cnetNews

(edited for space)

Apple plans to eliminate restocking
fees starting tomorrow.
Previously, when customers would return
open products to an Apple Store, they
would be charged a 10 percent restocking
fee. They were also required to return the
respective device within 14 days of purchase. Although that restocking fee will
no longer be charged, the new policy still
requires customers to return products to
stores within 14 days.
An employee at my local Apple Store confirmed that Apple would be ending its restocking fees starting tomorrow. Apple blog
9to5 Mac was first to report the change.

What’s In Store for
Technology in 2011
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12.29.10
by Walter S. Mossberg,
Wall Street Journal

It has been a big year
in personal technology,
from the debut and early
success of Apple’s iPad, to
the rise and continuous improvement of
Google’s Android smart phone platform,
to the continued surge in social services
led by Facebook and Twitter.
So I thought I’d take a look at the
challenges and opportunities facing
some major players in consumer tech in
2011. As with all my columns, this one is
focused only on products and services
provided directly to consumers, rather
than to businesses. Also, as usual, this column isn’t meant to offer investment advice or to evaluate the management skills
or financial condition of companies. It is
a look at the products and competitive
positions of the key contenders as they
enter the new year.

Apple: Coming off a highly successful
2010, in which it introduced a new category of portable computer—the multitouch tablet—and sold millions of the
product, Apple will have to withstand
an onslaught of competitors by wowing
consumers again with the second version of the iPad. At the same time, it will
have to make a widely expected transition for the iPhone from a single carrier in
the U.S., AT&T, to a second, likely Verizon.
This could present a new opportunity
to reach lots of new customers, but the
sleek phone will have to work well on different network technology. At the same
time, Apple will be hoping its planned
new Macintosh operating system, Lion,
can preserve the surprising momentum
of the high-priced Mac, which the company is trying to enhance with certain
iPad-like features, such as an app store
and longer battery life.
Apple’s iPad will face an onslaught of
competition in the coming year.
In 2011, Apple also is likely to try to address
two areas where it has been weak: cloud
computing and social networking. Both
its MobileMe cloud service and its Ping
Continued on page 5
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social network had rough starts, and MobileMe charges $100 a year for services
others give away. Apple is so popular, it
has a huge opportunity to link users of
its family of devices and of iTunes via
the cloud and social networks, but it will
have to aim higher and execute better.
The second area where it likely hopes to
improve is in the living room. The new,
cheaper Apple TV is selling better than
its predecessor but still lacks much Internet content. To break through, Apple will
have to strike landmark deals with media
companies.

Google: The search giant, also riding high, is
now in so many product areas it competes
with nearly everyone. In its core search
business, it must focus on fending off a
surprisingly strong challenge from Microsoft’s Bing by giving consumers more
attractive, actionable results. Its Android
operating system is a big hit, but still isn’t
as polished or easy to use as the iPhone’s
software, and even a Google official admitted it is still “an enthusiast product
for early adopters.” One big test will be
the forthcoming Honeycomb version of
Android, meant for tablets that challenge
the iPad.
A separate group at Google will try in
2011 to revolutionize the PC operatingsystem business and muscle in on incumbents Microsoft and Apple. Its new Chrome
OS will power notebooks that essentially
act as Web browsers, and run programs
stored in the cloud, not on a hard disk.
They also store all your files in the cloud.
We’ll learn in 2011 how many consumers
are comfortable with that approach.
Google also may take another whack at
social networking, where it hasn’t made
much of a dent after its Buzz service failed
to take off. And it will have to rework its
overly complex Google TV effort to bring
Internet video to the living room.
Microsoft: The software giant still generates
strong consumer loyalty with its older
products, like Windows and Office and
Xbox, all of which have had updates in
the past year or two. But it faces big challenges in two hot areas: smart phones
and tablets. Its new Windows Phone 7
platform has some nice design features,

but also some missing capabilities that
need to be addressed. Initial sales seem
respectable, but will have to accelerate to
get Microsoft back in a game it once led.
The company also is a long way from the
300,000 apps available for the iPhone or
the 100,000 for Android.
In tablets, Microsoft is hinting that
a new version of Windows is being designed with a tablet focus to complement its PC focus. That product can’t be
too late, given the rapid rise of the iPad
and the many planned Android and other
tablets for 2011. One golden opportunity
Microsoft has is to expand the reach of
its brilliant Kinect technology for games
to other forms of computing. This system
can recognize individual users and interpret gestures without the use of a controller device.
Meanwhile, Microsoft hopes to seize
on a surge in concern about privacy to
help keep its diminishing lead in browsers by building new privacy features, unavailable so far in other browsers, into the
2011 version of Internet Explorer.

RIM: The BlackBerry maker had a good

2010 in some ways, though sales were
propped up by two-for-one giveaways,
and consumer surveys show enthusiasm fading for the iconic smart phone.
It needs a radically new user interface to
keep up with iPhone and Android, and
a lot more third-party apps. But it can’t
afford to alienate its fan base. The company has an answer: a new software platform called QNX, but is vague on when
that will show up on the BlackBerry. For
2011, RIM’s big move will be a new QNXbased tablet, the PlayBook, which looks
speedy and highly attractive in the limited demos RIM has provided. What isn’t
clear is how much the PlayBook will be
aimed at consumers, as company officials
have consistently stressed its appeal to
businesses.

HP: The technology behemoth’s laptops
and printers have proved popular with
consumers. But it hasn’t had any real
presence in smart-phones, tablets or
consumer cloud services. To solve the
problems, in 2010 HP bought innovative
but struggling Palm, whose smart-phone
operating system, webOS, and phones,
the Pre and Pixi, got good reviews but
sold poorly and didn’t attract many third-
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party apps. In 2011, HP hopes to use
its ample money and talent to revive webOS with new phones and
tablets to challenge Apple and Android. A
successful Palm re-launch, with the new
initiatives from RIM and Microsoft, would
be good for consumers by providing more
choice and competition. HP also hopes to
boost home printing with a new line of
printers that can print anything emailed
across the Internet and wirelessly print
from Apple’s hand-held devices.

Facebook and Twitter: The twin leaders in

social networking were red-hot in 2010, attracting vast numbers of users. They have
huge opportunities for further success,
but face challenges. Smaller services, like
social-coupon company Groupon, continue to emerge with new social and community ideas consumers like. Apple and
Google could be big headaches if they
get social right in 2011. Facebook must
continue its recent initiative to let members share personal details with more limited groups of friends, and to find ways to
make money while offering more privacy,
which has been a thorn in its side. Twitter
is on a mission to get more than an active
minority to post, while convincing people
it is a valuable way to keep up with news
and opinion even if you never post.
Despite the poor economy, the consumer-tech companies continue to show
vibrancy, innovation and success. But every
year brings challenges and surprises, and
2011 promises to be another fascinating ride.
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